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An important aspect in the presentation of the con- 
flict between the 'old' and 'new' men in Soviet lit- 
erature is the pronounced 'biological' flavour of the 
'old Adam' and the contrasting ascetism, purity and 
self-control of the new Soviet man. The 'biological 
specimens' are victims of nature, prey to their pas- 
sions, weaknesses and vices, an integral part of na- 
ture's crudest and lowest manifestations. The new man, 
sprung from the womb of nature as he is, nevertheless 
hovers in the higher spheres of 'refined matter', 
where biology is relegated to its proper place - a 
point of departure for the new man who has overcome 
himself in rigid self-discipline.' 

M.Zo8Eenko's work ([!u~cst.') Pcr*cd ~o::ci~odorn co Lr!ca 
(1943-72) (from now on referred to as PVS) takes up 
the conflict between the biological and the rational- 
istic man.' It is developed in a series of oppositions 
in the povect’, one of which is political. Fascism 
which glorifies crude instincts is opposed to (Soviet) 
communism which represents the control of animal in- 
stincts. The author declares that the purpose of his 
work is to unmask the rudimentary 'philosophy' of fas- 
cism, which declares that 'consciousness brings man 
untold disasters, that human happiness may be found in 
a return to barbarity' (36). The narrator of PVS con- 
ceives of his struggle against primitive aspects of 
his psyche as a parallel to war events. His own base 
self is the 'fascist enemy' which he sets out to con- 
quer; his reason is the 'red hero' which triumphs over 
the 'black abysses' of the subconscious, where the 
'enemy' hides.' 

In spite of the criticism of fascism and although 
the narrator demonstrates the conquest of reason over 
instinct, the work met with great indignation. Its 
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publication was disrupted and only in 1972 a sequelap- 
peared. Indignation was no doubt caused by the fact 
that the author took the task of showing the old Adam 
too seriously, devoting much space to him and hardly 
any to the 'transformed man'. He showed in detail all 
his 'unnecessary grief' (38) and little of his new- 
found happiness. This happiness, furthermore, is du- 
bious. Naturally, the idea that even a Soviet man may 
harbour a 'fascist' inside him was unacceptable, par- 
ticularly at war time. Yet another reason for the non- 
acceptance of the work may have been the fact that the 
potrest' deals extensively with the least rectifiable 
aspect of human existence, namely death. True, also 
this theme is treated in an optimistic vein, as a phe- 
nomenon which reason may overcome, but the 'symptoms' 
of death fear are presented in such vivid detail that 
the reader may doubt if death really is 'conquered', 
as the narrator claims. 

The purpose of this study is to follow up the theme 
of death and fear of death in PVS, as well as other 
biological, instinctive fears which the author suffers 
from and declares war upon. There is also a discussion 
of the effect which the narrator's acquired rational- 
ist philosophy has upon his concept of morality.Final- 
ly an attempt is made to establish literary models, 
which influenced the work - a question which is par- 
ticularly relevant in view of the professed autobio- 
graphical aspect of PI/S.' 

The narrator of PVS suffers from melancholy and mis- 
anthropy. In addition phobias and irrational fears 
plague him. Finally he places his last hopes for acure 
from these evils in scientifically developed psycho- 
analytical and physiological methods. He combines the 
theories of Freud and Pavlov. In order to diagnose 
his ills he takes the Freudian methods of unburdening 
himself through confession (the writing of PVS) and of 
reliving the past, penetrating ever deeper into it 
through an activization of memory. In order to cure 
himself he applies the Pavlovian theory of conditioned 
reflexes to his psychological problems. These two the- 
ories determine the structure of the work, which in 
its first half consists of a series of significantrec- 
ollections, told in anecdotal form and arranged in 
such a way as to show the growing intensification of 
the author's reflex reactions to certain stimuli. The 
second half is a scientific commentary which includes 
explanations of Freud's and Pavlov's ideas, illustra- 
tions of these through case histories other than the 
narrator's own (but basically variants of his case), 
the author's final diagnosis of his illness, his 



eulogies to science for what it has achieved and his 
hopes for what it may yet do. One could say that the 
first part presents a mystery, the second the keys to 
the mystery, which enable the reader to unlock it 
(upon a second reading).' 

Looking upon reflexes as the 'primal matter' of the 
psyche (169) the trauma-plagued narrator attributes 
utmost importance to finding those stimuli which once 
created a 'nidus of excitation' in the vortex of the 
brain (1701, which in its turn stimulated a pain 
centre. He looks in his memories, dreams and oddities 
of behaviour for those objects which repeatedly in the 
past caused him such a shock that the protective re- 
flex reaction of pain and fear would appear at the 
mere thought of these. The initial pathological reac- 
tions took place in the narrator's infancy, i.e. the 
time when man is still completely an 'animal', where- 
fore, unable to think, he may come to attribute nega- 
tive qualities to the most innocuous objects. When 
reason develops the knowledge of what the frightening 
stimuli might have been is lost, or rather, pushed in- 
to the primitive lower regions of the psyche, the 
'lower storey of the brain', as the narrator puts it. 
These dark regions harbour the primitive reflex reac- 
tions of man which need no logical cause to be trig- 
gered into action. From these depths the forgotten 
stimuli-objects decisively inf lucncc the bchaviour of 
the adult , in our cast, the narrator, without his bc- 
incj aware of it;. 

With the help of Freudian methods the narrator fi- 
nally, in long 'dctcctivc work' finds the dangerous 
objects, which in the light of reason prove harmless. 
Thcsc arc: water, a stretched out arm, the female 
breast and thunder (223). Connected with thcsc stimuli 
arc various objects and phcnomcna symbolically associ- 
ated with them. The fcmalc breast e.g. is associated 
with the 'branch symbol' of the cow, thunder with guns 
and bombs (falling from the sky). The identification 
of these 2)ol ‘tape pt*cdmetg, as the author calls them 
following a French authority, proves difficult. Some 
arc ambiguous, causing fear and delight (the female 
breast). In some cases the narrator skilfully deludes 
himself by instinctively seeking out the subconscious- 
ly dreaded object, but only when it is at a safe dis- 
tance. This leads him to believe that he does not fear 
it, whereas, actually, he does. The narrator would 
e.g. lull himself into a false sense of security by 
watching tigers in zoos, these being a branch symbol 
connected with flashes of lightning as well as with 
'dangerous women'. The main reason for the difficulty 
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is to be sought in the fact that the language of rea- 
son and the language of the subconscious differ. Rea- 
son speaks in denotative terms and logical chains of 
words, the subconscious in images, based on the 'irra- 
tional logic' of feeling. Perhaps only the fact that 
the narrator is an artist makes it possible for him to 
penetrate beyond the threshold of rational knowledge, 
stored in consciousness, and discover the world that 
was his 'before sunrise'. - In order to study the de- 
vious paths along which the symbolism of the four 
stimuli developed in the narrator's past, what strange 
and grotesque arabesques, in the Gogolian-Belyian 
sense, they weaved into the texture of his life, some 
of the anecdotes will be discussed. 

It is made clear in PVS that water to the narrator 
is a symbol of death and 'eternal oblivion', that he 
fears 'death by water', the dissolving in its dark- 
ness. (See the chapter "(5ernaja voda", VI.) The narra- 
tor's fear of water extends to swallowed liquids. The 
absurd neural connection between swallowing a liquid 
and dying was made by the narrator when he was a 
pseudo-logically reasoning infant. It was confirmed by 
observations which were misinterpreted. Thus in the 
story "Razryv serdca" (144/6), placed in the section 
of PVS dealing with the age 5-15, the death of the 
narrator's father is described in the following manner: 
"Ja podchoZu k pis'mennomu stolu i naEinaju Einit' 
karandag. V uglu u okna kruglyj stolik. Na nem grafin 
s vodoj. Otec nalivaet stakan vody. P'et. I vdrug pa- 
daet. On padaet na pal. I padaet stul, za kotoryj on 
zadel. Ot uZasa ja kriEu". - Later, after overhearing 
the doctor's diagnosis - razryv aerdca - the child ap- 
parently establishes this causal link: A glass of 
water made my father's heart burst. This assumption is 
confirmed in the child's mind by a literal interpreta- 
tion of his mother's words about both him and his fa- 
ther (and grandfather) having a 'closed heart' ("Za- 
krytoe serdce", 142/3), i.e. a heart without any out- 
let for feelings. These then fill the heart to the rim 
and even a glass of water may cause the full and 
closed heart to burst. This mingling of concrete and 
emotional phenomena does not seem wrong to the child, 
as he also links tears - the outlet for an overfilled 
heart - with this water complex. Observing his 
mother's violent crying over her dead husband, he 
thinks: 'No, I could not cry like that. Probably I 
have a secretive (closed) heart' ("Da on umer", 145/6). 

The horror of suffocating in or by water, the fear 
of being 'blown up' from inside (which resembles the 



'bomb-theme' and 'gas-theme' in Belyj's Teterburd) 
also comes out in the story "Pytka" (57) where the 
narrator as a result of a suicide attempt has to have 
a lavement of the stomach. Not the suicide attempt 
(the 'flight forward' into death, willed death) but 
the 'cure with water' ('imposed death', murder) leaves 
a sombre imprint upon the youth, whose extreme sensi- 
tivity is brought out in the fact that a teacher's 
critical remark caused the suicide attempt. One may 
assume that parental remarks had an even stronger ef- 
fect on the sensitive youth. 

These notions of the 'closed heart' and its fragil- 
ity haunt the adult narrator also, although in a new 
form. In the First World War his heart is damaged by 
gas, which, like water, is a suffocating element. 
After this the narrator frequently experiences 'spasms 
of the heart', which 'close' it, i.e. contract its 
muscles. The terrifying scenes of death and destruc- 
tion at the front are thus linked with the contracting 
spasms. Any form of 'closedness' becomes associated 
with death in the narrator's mind. Also when the war 
is over, spasms of the heart remain, as a manifesta- 
tion of death fear rather than a physical ailment. In 
the miniature story “Novyj put'I( e.g. (95) the narra- 
tor, after his mother's death moves to another flat, 
and a motherly woman. While moving his few belongings 
which could not cause much pl~ysical exertion, hc ex- 
pcriences a violent bcrlting of his heart.. but an cf- 
fort of will (a command from t!\c 'uppc~r storcy' of the 
brain) puts an end to this 'heart attack' which j.s 
but masked death fc;lr. C,ricE over t:hc death of his 
mother, who made him aware of his 'closccl heart', the 
knowlcdgc that hc too - like his father and mother bc- 
fore him - has to die cause the attack of spasms. 

Later, when the narrator has realized that his 
heart attacks arc spasms caused by fear, he cures him- 
self by breaking conditioned reflcxcs of the type in- 
dicated above (drinking water causes death). 11~ ac- 
quires an 'open heart' and bccomcs a normal man (158). 
Reason has conquered fears by proving their grotesque 
insubstantiality (drinking water does not at all cause 
death). As a result the ncrvcs are freed from cxccss- 
ive spasm-causing inhibitions (179/180). The narrator 
who was so afraid of water that hc claims he might 
have died from thirst (236) is in the end cured when 
a balance between 'storage' and 'outlet' has been 
found. As he puts it towards the end of PVS, man is 
not a 'pail' containing precious fluids which are 
wasted when spilt, as nature replenishes the losses. 
On the contrary, if the fluids never arc expended the 



organism may 'dry out' (276).6 Too strong a flow of 
the 'vital fluids' is, however, also harmful, at least 
to others. The narrator, at the initial stages of his 
'opening up to life', is transformed from humble 'un- 
derdog' into a 'superman' with a 'barbarian's vitality' 
(2381, into a man who 'like a tank' (238) invades the 
Lebensrzxm of others, demolishing everything in his 
path. Pessimism here reaches a climax, as it would 
seem that the human condition is seen as a choice be- 
tween self-effacement and bullying, fear and brutality, 
pain or 'zoological' normality. True, the narrator 
tames his too great enjoyment of life at the expense 
of others, through his devotion to work, which in his 
case is art. Thus reason rescues man also from this di- 
lemma, as the narrator arrives at the conclusion that 
reason is the source upon which art should feed. 

The concrete beginning of the narrator's water pho- 
bia was, he assumes, a frightening experience made by 
the infant whilst being bathed. The instrument which 
immersed the infant into the bath was an 'arm'. As a 
result of this and other unpleasant actions towards 
the infant, the arm became an object of horror - a 
G~WCX.~W,:~Z r~uli;c (213). An 'arm' interrupted pleasure, 
e.g. when it removed the mother's breast from the 
sucking infant (217). An arm, usually a male one, pun- 
ished. In fact, a male 'punishing arm' seems to appear 
whenever the infant is enjoying itself (the expression 
k:zr~~z,jlc~~T.:.jcz r~~~.~~z appears on pp. 223, 224, 225, 236, 
239 etc.). Unfortunate circumstances confirm the child 
in the belief that a malt arm without justification 
interferes in all pleasures and delights, creating a 
vague sense of guilt, which develops into a pathologi- 
cal guilt trauma in the adult. No doubt the guilt syn- 
dromc is a dominant factor in the narrator's melan- 
choly. The guilt feelings of childhood are transformed 
into a protest against any form of paternal authority, 
including the highest of all, at least in pre-revol- 
utionary times, i.e. God. The adult narrator protests 
against an old type of morality, the religious 'crime 
and punishment principle'. The narrator's attempts to 
solve all his problems through reason is, it seems to 
me, an attempt to combat the concept of inherited, ir- 
rational guilt and to replace it with a new scientific 
morality where there is no 'guilt', but only 'mistakes', 
'misconceptions' and 'misinterpretations' which can be 
rectified. The roots of rebellion were planted in in- 
fancy and childhood. Many of the stories dealing with 
this period of the narrator's life demonstrate that 
one of the child's main concerns was to assert inno- 
cence, escape punishment and to prove a crime not to 



have been one. The variations of the 'guilt-theme' 
base themselves on the keyphrase 'I am not guilty'. 
Ja ne vir.cvat is the title of a story (131/2). 

In the story (from age 5) "Ja bol'ze ne budu" (120) 
eating 'forbidden fruit' (not out of hunger but curi- 
osity, as in the garden of Eden), a bowl of figs,leads 
to physical punishment. The child feels that this pun- 
ishment is only partially deserved, as he ate but a 
part of each fruit. Performing her punishment for this 
'crime', the mother 'drags' the child towards a bed - 
a branch symbol which is distasteful to the adult nar- 
rator. A 'punishing arm' and a pulled 'tormented arm' 
are,thus involved here, a detail which perhaps is re- 
flected in the story "Zveri" discussed below. - In the 
story "Ne nado stojat' na ulice" (120/l), dealing with 
the same age, the child's father puts the blame of an 
accident on the child without showing any sympathy for 
his pains. He declares to the child that he should 
blame only himself. This remark is bound to have 
puzzled the child, as naturally he had not wanted the 
accident to happen. The mother sympathizes with the 
child but in an 'animalistic' manner. She wants to 
'tear the head off' the cyclist who ran over her child. 
The child's inclination to interpret everything lit- 
erally, of 'realizing metaphors', gives reason to as- 
sume that he believed his mother would do it. Terror 
is thus added to bewilderment. In the story "Ja nc vi- 
novat" the child's protest against a paternal verdict 
of guilt, in fact proves successful. An irrational 
judgcmcnt 'from above' is overcome by the child's ra- 
tional sugycstion to share a pudding, the object of 
strife between father and son. In the story "V master- 
skoj" (137/8) a visit to the father's studio is dc- 
scribed. It is some time since the mother has seen her 
husband. In her impatience to meet him she 'drags' the 
child after her by the hand. In the studio the child 
tries not to disturb his parents, but, unwittingly, he 
is guilty of annoying his mother. His presence hinders 
the parents from making love. On the way home the im- 
pulsive mother begins to scold her son: "Net, bol'Be 
ja tebja nikogda s soboj nc voz'mu. - !4ne choEctsja 
sprosit', v Eem delo, Eta proizo8lo. No ja molEu. Ja 
vyrastu bol'Soj i togda vse sam uznaju. Uznaju, poEemu 
byvajut vinovaty ljudi, esli oni resitel'no ni v Eem 
ne vinovaty". Presumably the author later understood 
why he was 'guilty' but understanding did not erase 
the memory of slight and having been considered super- 
fluous and annoying. It seems likely that the story 
"Zveri" (llO/ll) deals with this childhood trauma in 
allegorical form. 
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During one of his numerous visits to the zoo, the 
adult narrator claims to have witnessed a scene of 
primeval horror.' He watches how two bears, a male and 
a female, first tear off the paws of a bear-cub (pre- 
sumably their own) in an adjoining cage and how they 
then, stimulated by pain and blood, engage in the sex- 
ual act. This terrifying scene follows immediately 
upon an idyllic one, in which a tiger and a dog demon- 
strate a touching friendship (this part of the story 
seems to have been taken from an azbuka: these abound 
in such idyllic stories). The author comments: "I be- 
gin to see what the difference is between animals and 
people'. Undoubtedly, the difference which the narra- 
tor finds, or wants to find, between man and animal, 
is the distinction which reason lends man.' Animals 
are prey to their instincts, irrespective of whether 
these are good or bad. Both their kind and cruel ac- 
tions are biologically conditioned, not the result of 
a conscious moral choice. The basis for the touching 
friendship between dog and tiger is purely biological. 
The dog nursed the tiger-cub when it lost its mother. 
Man's actions should be guided by morality and reason, 
but this is rarely the case. Even a mother's love is 
but a 'dog love', a nursing reflex, which is immediate- 
ly forgotten when other biological urges make them- 
selves felt, i.e. when the husband appears to demand 
his rights. Then the children are put into an 'adjoin- 
ing cage'. Should they dart to make a nuisance of them- 
sclvcs, their 'paws' are 'torn off', their pitiable 
complaints ncglcctcd, scvcrc punishment administered 
(for no crime), so that the parents freely can indulge 
in their brutish sexual act. 

It is logical that the third LoL'noJ pracdmct should 
be the female breast - source of delight and suffering, 
well-being and revulsion - a pleasant object tornaway 
from the sucking infant by a merciless male hand. A 
too literal interpretation of his mother's words about 
her once having been frightened by thunder whilst 
nursing him and about him 'sucking up the fright with 
the milk' (220) makes the narrator associate the female 
breast with terror. Also the fact that the mother, in 
order to wean him, smeared her nipples with quinine, 
thus 'poisoning' the milk, causes the narrator to re- 
gard women as impure and sullied creatures, even 
causing rashes (on a psychological basis, see "Bednyj 
Fedja", 248/g). A link in this chain of associations 
is the story “Nu, teper' spite" (127/8), where these 
phobias are treated in the form of an allegory. 

The story relates the bedside stories of the nar- 
rator's njanju. She tells about a nice fairy who 



keeps finding frogs and snakes under her cushion and 
in her shoes. All this neEist' is let loose by an evil 
fairy who, annoyed that the good fairy has made friends 
with the frogs and snakes, turns into a cow. In the 
morning the child refuses to drink his milk, as he sus- 
pects that it comes from the transformed fairy. Pre- 
sumably he fears that her milk is tainted by the ne- 
Eist'. Also the transformation from a pretty, light 
fairy to a clumsy cow is frightening. It is perhaps 
not by chance that, discussing the poetry of the sym- 
bolists and dismissing most of it as false and cloying, 
the narrator should have chosen a poem by Bal'mont 
about a fairy to illustrate his point. One could draw 
the conclusion from the narrator's literary judgements 
that he is opposed to the depiction of women as eth- 
ereal, angelic and unearthly beings, their essence be- 
ing more 'cow-like' than 'fairy-like'.g The opinion of 
Soviet critics that PVS reveals a cynical attitude to- 
wards women (17) has some basis. An 'un-romantic' and 
'physiological' attitude towards women dominates in 
PVS, and not infrequently the narrator wishes to 'un- 
mask' them, in the tradition of the Austrian philos- 
opher Otto Weininger. It should be pointed out, how- 
ever, that pity towards women is also an important el- 
ement in his attitude, perhaps inspired by his child- 
hood pity for his mother whose unrequited love for her 
husband the boy understood early in life." 

No doubt the animalistic aspect of human nature is 
particularly strong in women. L'VS is full of women 
characters whose impulses and instincts arc stronger 
than reason, and its corollary, i.e. morality, duty 
and loyalty. Unhindered by reflection these women 
possess truly 'barbaric strength'. The story "Ja sam 
vinovat" depicts a woman of this type." She is 'be- 
yond good and evil' for the simple reason that she 
would not know what these concepts stand for. She is 
interested only in satisfying her desires, which she 
dots unthinkingly, like an animal. Stimulated by the 
narrator's kisses during a walk, she is confronted by 
the problem that they have no room to go to. She 
therefore disappears (for twenty minutes) to another 
lover (with a room) who satisfies those desires which 
were aroused by the first lover. She cannot see that 
her behaviour is wrong but laughingly declares to the 
narrator that 'it was his own fault'. Thus she also 
adds to his guilt syndrome and the feeling that he is 
always guilty without exactly understanding why (her: 
uirly uinouul) . 

Among the 'strong women' filled with an irrational 
'will to live' there is one of considerable propor- 
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tions, a woman as grotesque as Spon'ka's aunt. It is 
the circus rider gl'vira ('El'vira", 61/2). Under the 
circus cupola her strong arms hold three men. Trans- 
ferring her affections from a general to the narrator 
she causes him to see the war as a welcome escape from 
her love. Whether possessing such massive proportions 
or not, women in PVS are often shown to be 'overwhelm- 
ing', as overwhelming as Mother Nature herself. This 
aspect of womanhood is connected with yet another 
facet of the nursing trauma, namely the fact that 
mothers may unintentionally harm the infants at their 
breast. This recurring motif indicates the symbolic 
aspect of women as symbols of Nature, which feeds and 
kills her 'children' with the same mindless, purpose- 
less indifference. In the narrator's case, his mother 
once swooned whilst nursing him, when she heardaclap 
of thunder. She dropped the child on the bed and fell 
down (presumably also on the bed). She damaged the in- 
fant's arm in the process. In this incident we find 
yet another reason for the narrator's dislike of beds 
- a place where he was punished and hurt by his 
mother." 

Analysing this incident the narrator particularly 
mentions that it must have been frightening to the in- 
fant to be aware of the mother's senseless body (221). 
It probably appeared huge to the infant and could have 
suffocatedhim by sheer weight, had it fallen upon him. 
What almost happened in the case of the narrator does 
take place in the infancy of a 'very handsome young 
man' (perhaps the narrator's 'double', see the story 
"Istorija molodogo &zloveka", 243/4). His mother fell 
asleep when nursing him and woke up only 'when the in- 
fant was almost blue'. Naturally this young man has a 
neurosis of the stomach whenever he feels obliged to 
approach a woman. - Suffocation is thus a danger con- 
nected with water and woman in like measure. The 
'drowning sensation' of the sexual act is symbolic of 
the 'dissolving' in death. Woman opens the gates to 
death. In love for her the light of reason is extin- 
guished and primeval darkness envelops man. For this 
'betrayal of light' he, like Adam in Eden, is punish- 
ed from above by a paternal authority, for the crime 
of having made love to Eve. He re-experiences this 
ancient terror and guilt. Childish fears of paternal 
authority at home reinforce instincts inherited from 
the infancy of mankind. The concept of 'inherited 
guilt' connected with the 'fall' mingles with the ir- 
rational guilt feelings of infancy. Unfortunate cir- 
cumstances, as usual in the narrator's case, increase 
the intensity of instinctive reactions.The 'storiette' 



"Umiraet djadja Samba" (164) - a chronologically 
earlier variant of the 'drinking leads to death' motif 
- tells how the child was drinking milk when he heard 
his dying uncle's cries of death agony. A fatal knot 
is here tied of various associative threads: milk, 
women, cows, drinking, disrupted pleasure, etc. are 
linked to the idea of horrible suffering and death. 

Nature gives life. Life has to end and nature puts 
an end to life. Returning to the dark womb of nature, 
dying man often clings to infantile reflexes, particu- 
larly 'natural man', the 'child of nature', who does 
not experience any conflict between 'biology' and his 
reason. This idea seems to underly the story "Umiraet 
starik" (87/a), where a peasant, feeling the moment of 
death approaching, asks to hold on to a young woman's 
breast. Clinging to this symbol of infantile bliss,he 
calmly gives himself up to the Urmutter. This old man 
returns to the realm 'before sunrise' without fear, as 
(conscious) fear of death arises with the awakening of 
reason. 'The child (and the animal) does not know what 
death is . . . Awareness of it comes with the develop- 
ment of the intellect' (278) the narrator states. Sui- 
cides are usually committed by impulsive, irrational 
and childish people who are not aware of their death 
fears, as these are hidden deep in their subconscious. 

The narrator who is a man of intellect and fully 
aware of what death means, does not expect to fall 
back upon infantile reflex reactions in senility. For 
him the primitive type of death where dying becomes a 
'natural event', is not dignified enough. He looks for 
another and better solution than a mere return to 
Mother Nature to overcome his fear of death. He does 
finally find it in the cultivation of proper habits, 
which develop functional reflexes. He teaches himself 
to think calmly of the inevitable, to evaluate proper- 
ly the usefulness of death as a means of renewal, to 
control the rise of irrational fears. The war between 
the lower and the upper storey of the brain, between 
instinctive reflexes and acquired habits, finds its 
culmination in the conscious creation of a controlled 
'death acceptance attitude'.'> Before reason produces 
this sound and willed 'death acceptance', the narrator 
has many a moment of horror, however. 

Registering with his great power of observation all 
the uncouth and grotesque manifestations of death, the 
narrator is terrified by the helplessness of the dead, 
who have to suffer whatever is done to them without 
protest. In the war story "V sadu" e.g. he watches a 
mass burial of soldiers. It frightens him to see how 
the dead men are lumped together like logs and that 
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they cannot protest against this treatment. The pass- 
ivity which death forces upon man is one of its dark- 
est aspects. The intellectual narrator has a need to 
be always in control of a situation. Death, this most 
unreasonable manifestation of unreasonable nature, 
puts an end to human control, by lowering man to the 
status of unconscious matter. Death is a painful and 
terrifying form of humiliation. Already as a child the 
narrator was struck by the fact that death degrades 
man, that it is a grotesque event as well as a melan- 
choly one. In church, at his father's funeral, the 
child observed the dead: "... leiat blednye, nepodvii- 
nye, kak voskovye kukly (... > kakoj-to puzatyj tolstyj 
Eelovek. Takoj puzatyj, Eta vrjad li zakroetsja grob 
pri takom brjuche. VproEem, priZmut kryZkoj.Ceremonit'- 
sja ne budut. Vse ravno on teper' ne Euvstvuet, ne vi- 
dit". ("Na kladbibEe", 146/7). 

The fourth basic stimulus proved to be thunder, or 
more exactly, an udar (223), i.e. any unexpected blow 
(from above). Like the other stimuli this one assumes 

many shapes and combines with the others in various 
complex patterns. Thus claps of thunder are associated 
with roaring tigers (221), which in their swift 
'pouncing' movements and bright colouring symbolize 
flashes of lightning, unexpectedly hurled down from 
the skies to destroy man. Tigers are also linked to 
'stunning women', such as Tata T., a 'tigress'. She 
has the 'bright, dazzling colours of a young tigress' 
and looks beautiful in furs (52). Love and punishment, 
sin and its wages, are naturally linked in this stimu- 
lus and its branch symbols. The elements water and 
fire may even combine to bring about the destruction 
of the narrator when he assumes the role of lover. In 
the story "Svidanie" (53/4) the youthful narrator 
takes his friend Nadja to a cinema called Molnija 
where they for two hours exchange kisses. But even 
this innocent love pleasure is marred, as fear of pun- 
ishment stirs in the narrator's subconscious, stimu- 
lated by the unfortunate name of the cinema as well as 
the fact that he met Nadja at a monument devoted to a 
shipwreck. 

Yet another variant of the punishment trauma is the 
triangle drama motif. The punishing judge of the 
heavens is here represented by a husband, who, wronged, 
wields a pistol instead of thunderbolts. Invited to a 
tGte-a-tete by the 'tigress' Tata T. the narrator and 
she are surprised by the elderly and surly husband who 
suddenly opens the door. The narrator does not accept 
the offer to return the next day and instead he de- 
parts from the city. In this case a whole series of 



bol'nye prehety and their symbols influence his de- 
cision: his fear of revengeful father figures who 
'strike' suddenly, his fear of doors which opening un- 
expectedly reveal the horrors of retribution, culmi- 
nating in death, his fear of daytime love, associated 
with being deprived of the lifegiving breast, i.e. 
again the loss of life. His unsolved childhood trauma, 
his Oedipus complex, leads the narrator time and again 
into triangle situations which allow him to re-experi- 
ence his jealousy of and protest against his father, 
as well as the disappointment with the mother who 
eventually always takes the father's side. Another 
reason for his preference for married women is to be 
found in the narrator's 'Podkolesin complex', which is 
a part of his 'flight complex'. The narrator is in a 
constant state of flight, fleeing women, their punish- 
ing husbands, cows and tigers, thunder and lightning, 
water and fire, and in the final analysis - always 
death. He is fleeing the situation 'from which there 
is no way out' (274, footnote) .14 

Death is the situation where man is trapped. Even 
the rectifying of misconceptions about death cannot 
hide the fact that it is inevitable and frightening. 
Even normal man fears death. In a religious world view 
only God can be blamed for the existence of death, in 
the sense, that having power over life and death, God 
could abolish death, but does not do so. The narrator 
of I'VS 'blames' God for this refusal to eliminate 
death. His 'conquest' oE death thcrcforc assumes an 
anti-religious flavour. Creating a new concept of 
death the narrator battles with God and Ilis authority. 

The religious concepts which the narrator combats 
in i'VS (without expressly saying so) are these: the 
arm of almighty God (kcz~cljuF2 ujrz raukcz) takes hold of 
the sinner with irresistible strength and throws him 
into the black abyss of death, as punisllment for guilt, 
incurred without evil intentions (inherited sin). The 
narrator believes in God with his emotions ('atavistic 
instincts'), but hc wants to overcome faith with the 
help of reason. He sees himself as a 'prodigal son' 
who refuses return to his Father's house. He indicates 
that a reconciliation between a heavenly Father (or 
any paternal authority) and a prodigal son is but a 
'tale' (see the motto to chapter IV, 119, which is re- 
peated in the text, 158). The narrator makes a point 
of saying that he is 'not at all religious' but be- 
lieves in the 'iron formulas of science' (40). One of 
these iron formulas which he accepts is the view that 
religion is created by primitive man as a response to 
dangers in surrounding nature. Religion, in this view, 



can thus be discarded in a civilized age, when man 
knows that electric friction causes thunder and light- 
ning and not the 'punishing hand of almighty God', His 
stragnaja, karajui?Eaja ruka. It is in these anti-relig- 
ious terms that the author struggles with his phobias 
and complexes: "V odno mgnoven'e uvidel sebja takim, 
kak ja byl, - temnym, malen'kim dikarem, ustragennym 
kaZdoj ten'ju. Zataiv dychanie, ozirajas', prisluHiva- 
jas' k ryEaniju tigrov, ja He1 i beZa1 skvoz' zarosli 
lesa. I Eto moglo byt' u menja v serdce, krome toski 
i ustalosti" (226). The narrator shares the general 
Soviet concept of religion as a complex of ideaswhich 
enslave man, causing him to glorify suffering and 
passivity (291) and to fear a terrifying afterlife. 
Declaring God non-existent the narrator can discard 
the idea of eternal punishment. No longer must he 
'suffer' death. He rejects the 'passive death' of re- 
ligion where the soul is 'given up' to God and the 
body to nature. Instead he chooses the 'active death' 
of Soviet man, expressed in the formula 'conquest over 
death' (chapter XI is entitled "Razum pobeZdaetsmert'"). 
The reasonable solution is, as has been said, the cre- 
ation of a sound 'readiness' for death, by acquiring 
the proper habits in regard to this phenomenon. This 
solution makes it possible to avoid a surprising 
death, which strikes its victim unawares, like a'thun- 
derbolt'. At the same time it makes death a powerful 
factor in life by forcing man to be constantly preoc- 
cupied with it. If the thought of death becomes an in- 
grained habit little mental energy is wasted, of 
course, but even the narrator admits that 'readiness' 
can be carried too far. He tells the story of a man 
who kept a coffin in his study with a special 'window' 
for the face, in order to get used to and accept the 
idea of death (an idea which seems borrowed from mo- 
nastic life). A peasant who keeps a wooden cross at 
home as a reminder of death meets with the narrator's 
approval, however (286-9). This peasant thus compares 
favourably with the helpless peasant in "Umiraet sta- 
rik", discussed above, who needed 'animal comfort' be- 
cause he chose the 'passive way'. 

In addition to religion, literature confronts the 
narrator with the problem of suffering and death. Art, 
as it has hitherto been, has frequently contained ir- 
rational and even pathological aspects. Ironically 
enough, the narrator who admits to having written a 
work where he has discussed matters 'usually not 
treated in novels' (391, who is opposed to fascist 
philosophy and therefore presumably also to the notion 
of entartete Kunst, stands up for 'normal art', de- 
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claring that 'absolute health' is the 'ideal of art' 
(275). He denies that genius and insanity are linked 
(275), and is prepared to sacrifice art, if they 
should prove to be after all. (The 'normal genius' 
might prefer to devote himself to life rather than 
art.) He puts himself up as a good example of a ra- 
tional writer (after his cure), neglecting the fact 
that he almost exclusively treats his pathological 
self in PVS. He denies that the ruling control of rea- 
son has diminished the power of his art and asserts 
that, on the contrary, it has increased: "My hand has 
become firmer. My voice more sonorous. And my songs 
more cheerful" (309). These arguments are not very 
convincing and perhaps the narrator, instead of de- 
fending 'normal art', is in fact parodying the con- 
cept of the 'optimistic writer'. The narrator is aware 
of the restrictions which 'aesthetics of optimism' im- 
pose. He wonders e.g. whether it is compatible with 
the canons of socialist realism to discuss the theme 
of death, and although he decides that it is, the very 
question indicates doubt (280). Probably the narrator 
does fear that excessive rationalism would destroy the 
immediacy and magic of art (what he calls the 'immedi- 
acy of sheep', 294), even art itself. It remains open 
to debate whether he thinks that health is worth that 
price. It is possible that the narrator, in view of 
fascist warfare, is prepared to sacrifice the irra- 
tional element in man, as it mostly leads to evil.Out 
of two evils - the cold rule of reason and thcdestruc- 
tivc clespotism of animal irrationalism - he chooses 
the lesser, i.e. reason. Speculating, I would suggest 
that the narrator sees the realm of the irrational 
subconscious as one from which both good and evil rise. 
ilc prefers, howcvcr, to take 'no risks' with the un- 
predictable creature man. Like the Grand Inquisitorhe 
decides that freedom of choice is more than man can 
bear. These suppositions seem confirmed by the story 
"PresysEenie" (244/6). 

The story tells of a femme fatale who causes her 
many lovers untold sufferings. Spoiled by success she 
becomes oversatiated and bored. Seeing the apathy of 
this 'tiger woman', the narrator ponders, if he should 
restore her, rapacious vitality to her (by disclosing 
the reasons for her apathy), but decides not to do so. 
It is better to leave her subdued and indifferent to 
life than to restore her animal lusts, as she would 
undoubtedly again enter the path of destruction and 
evil. Deeply disillusioned with mankind, man and woman, 
the narrator believes that a bored tiger in a cage is 
to be preferred to an amused tiger let loocc. He dis- 
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terns no other alternative. 
The conquest of reason over instinct is thus impera- 

tive, but the narrator parts with sadness with the ir- 
rational world of art, if indeed he does part with it. 
His interest in aesthetics, the fact that he through- 
out his work relies on literary allusions, his use of 
epigraphs, would seem to indicate a reluctance to part 
with pessimistic literature of the past. Some examples 
of the narrator's dependence upon old (= prerevolution- 
ary) literature are now discussed. 

Like A.Belyj in Peterburg, ZoSEenko turns to that 
literary work which is the cornerstone of the Peters- 
burg myth, i.e. Puskin's Mednyj Vsadnik, in order to 
build his own myth around it. Except for the ending of 
Efednyj Vsadnik (from now on referred to as MV), where 
Evgenij's 'cold corpse' is found, the narrator's fate 
in PVS resembles that of Evgenij to a remarkable de- 
gree." Evgenij suffers a shock during the flooding of 
his city, when he loses his loved ones. He now no 
longer believes in a kind Providence. Life has lost 
all meaning to him. He goes insane. In this state he 
instinctively attempts to understand who or what caused 
his illness and misfortune. He revisits the place where 
he suffered his initial shock, thus attempting a 
'Freudian' cure through repeating the shock effect. 
The 'method' proves effective, as Evgcnij understands 
who it is who is responsible for his sufferings: "Evgc- 
nij vzdrognul. Projasnilis' 1 V nem strazno mysli. On 
uznal, 1 I mesto, gdc potop igral (...> i togo 1 Kto 
nepodviZno vozvySalsja 1 Vo mrake mcdnoju glavoj . ..". 
Evgenij recognizes him who "Nad vozmuSEennoju Nevoju I 
Stoit s prostertoju rukoju . ..". His anguish is caused 
by an authoritative father figure which represents 
(unjust) punishment, who stretches out a punishing arm 
("s prostertoju rukoju") ready to pounce on a helpless 
and innocent victim to punish him for crimes committed 
by the 'father' himself. The protest against the 'fa- 
ther of the state' evokes immediate wrath: 'Mgnovenno 
gnevom vozgorjan, the statue of Peter begins the pur- 
suit of Evgenij who is doomed to a nightmarish flight: 
"I vo vsju noE' bezumec bednyj I Kuda stopy ni obra- 
SEal, I Za nim povsjudu Vsadnik Mednyj I S tjaZelym 
topotom skakal". 

In Belyj's novel Evgenij is pursued through the cen- 
turies until he is reincarnated in Dudkin. Another 're- 

IG incarnation' of 'poor Evgenij' is the narrator of PVS. 
Be is haunted by irrational guilt feelings which as- 
sume the symbolic shape of a "Eugunnaja ten' proSlogo" 
(86/7). He too is doomed to anguished flight: "I kuda 



by ja ni obragEa1 svoj smuSEennyj vzor - vsjudu ja vi- 
de1 odno i to Ze. Gibel' oZidala menja v ljuboj moment 
moej Zizni" (308) (Cf. Xicda stopy ni obra8EczZ). The 
expression smuBEennyj 'L'BO~ is more literary than a 
similar one in the 'source', where it is said that Ev- 
genij, after the fatal night, did not dare to raise 
his glance towards the statue: "SmuBEennych glaz ne 
podymal 1 . ..". Gogol' and PuBkin have blended in the 
narrator's style. 

The kinship between Evgenij and ZoSEenko's narrator 
is also a 'psychological' one. Both suffer from spasms 
of the heart. Passing the statue, Evgenij reacts in 
this manner: "V ego lice izobraZalos' 1 Smjatenie. K 
serdcu svoemu 1 On priZima1 pospeSno ruku, / Kak by 
ego smirjaja muku, . ..". They also share the inclina- 
tion to fall into a kind of stupor when they seem im- 
pervious to outer impressions. In Evgenij's case the 
shock effect of the flood is described thus: "Bez 
gljwy, ruki s2av krestom, 1 Side1 nedviZnyj, stra.?,no 
blednyj 1 Evgenij . ..". The narrator of PVS experi- 
ences similar reactions when confronted with water: 
"Ja poEemu-to 1eZu na polu. Ruki u menja raskinuty. I 
pal'cy ruk v vode . . . Mne ne choEetsja podnjat'sja... 
do veEera 1eZu v kakom-to ocepenenii". ("V gostinice", 
116). 

There are other details which link PI/S to MV. Even 
the 'bear-cub situation' has a counterpart in MV where 
Evgcnij puts his forehead against the iron bars sur- 
rounding the monument of the Rider ("... &lo 1 K rc- 
3ctke chladnoj prileglo"). Perhaps it is significant 
that statues of lions make up part of the traumatic 
sccnc in Evgcnij's case, thus corresponding to the dc- 
structivc tigers in PVS. Also the image of the flood 
in NV as 'evil waves, entering windows like thieves' 
may well have helped the narrator of PVS to express 
his interlinked fear of thicvcs (burglars, beggars), 
trying to enter his abode and that of water, seeping 
into his domicile through all openings. In the story 
"Dvadcat' tret'e scntjabrja" (105/6) the allusions to 
NV are obvious. 

To return to the protagonists of the respective 
works, they are both susceptible to nightmarish dreams 
("Ego terzal kakoj-to son", it is said about deranged 
Evgenij). Above all, they are both placed in a similar 
existential attitude, where life seems to be a meaning- 
less nightmare. While the 'I' of PVS wonders if it is 
worth while to strive towards any goal, when we are 
‘but guests' in this world (182), the same mood is 
evoked in NV in these terms: "... il' vsja na8a 1 I 
Zizn' nilito, kak son pustoj, 1 Nasmegka neba nad zem- 
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lej". Naturally the 'existential parallelism' is broken 
when ZoHEenko's narrator is cured from his pessimism. 

The allusions in PVS are not only to NV. There are 
also allusions to Belyj's Peterburg, particularly in 
regard to the Oedipus situation. In Peterbxrg Nikolaj 
Ableuchov is one of several prodigal sons. His aver- 
sion towards his father is based on a sexual trauma, 
which causes him to hate his roditel'. This trauma 
creates problems in Nikolaj's relations with women." 
This sexual motif is connected with a death motif in 
the novel, as Nikolaj is repelled by the signs of de- 
cay and old age in his father, which foreshadow his 
own decline. For this reluctance to repeat the estab- 
lished pattern of life Nikolaj is pursued by paternal 
nemesis, symbolized by the metallic statue. A closer 
comparative study of the two works would undoubtedly 
reveal many more parallels. 

It could be claimed that irrational art, rather 
than sober reason, becomes the narrator's true allyin 
his struggles with phobias and fears." The myths, 
symbols and images of art (as well as religion) reveal 
patterns and parallels, give form to formless fears 
and can be used as magic spells to exorcise horror. 
They make life meaningful in spite of the inevitable 
end in the 'abyss', which even reason cannot make less 
inevitable. Thus the symbolism of the Petersburg myth 
reveals and confirms to the author his hatred of des- 
potic authority which punishes the weak for their 
weakness and turns them into 'beggars of life'. 

In view of this power of art to reveal truths which 
include the truth of reason but also go beyond it, it 
is probably not accidental that the only female being 
with whom the narrator shares a spiritual experience 
is a little girl called Muza (the childhood story 
"Muza"). She shows him books as befits a muse. She is, 
above all, merciful and accepts the author exactly as 
he is. She accepts him as her fenich in spite of his 
slight stature, physical weakness and bad marks at 
school. To seal their pact she kisses him, and al- 
though the narrator is 'horrified' at the kiss,horror 
this time more resembles awe: "ZaEem vy 2to sdelali? - 
govorju ja, uZasajas' ee postupku. - Pocelui skreplja- 
jut dogovor, - govorit ona. - Teper' my Zenith i ne- 
vesta. My idem v stolovuju". (This is a reversal of 
the usual 'I go away' ending, cf. note 14). 

Literature not only provides the narrator with a 
betrothed, but also with a kind and rational father 
figure in the person of M.Gor'kij. In the reminiscence 
"U Gor'kogo" (98/g) the writer's paternal kindness, 
his concrete and sensible concern for the narrator 



are shown. Towards the end of PVS the narrator states 
his sympathy for Gor'kij's ideas about suffering and 
the need to hate this 'shameful thing' ("pozor mira", 
292) . l9 Literature, including the biographies and 
lives of other writers, furthermore gives him 'breth- 
ren in misfortune'. Amongst these are Gogol' with his 
constant need of travel, i.e. flight, his fear of 
women, his food traumas (often overstuffing himself, 
yet dying from hunger), Poe with his water phobia and 
guilt-ridden love, Balzac with his fear of marriage 
and Madame Hanska, Flaubert with his disgust for the 
flesh and 'clinical' attitude towards love. Amongst 
his contemporaries he chooses Majakovskij with his 
fear of bacillae (i.e. nebist', cf. the anecdote about 
the fairy turned into a cow) and Blok and Esenin, at- 
tempting to hide their despair behind masks. 

In its mixture of genres, such as allegory, qro- 
tesgue, scientific treatise, speculative utopia (the 
chapter on electric and magnetic fields, cosmic radia- 
tion etc.), Eildungsroman and anecdote, ZogEenko's 
PVS belongs to a symbolist category of Allkunstwerk. 
Symbolist, and more generally, 'modernist' aesthetics 
have decisively influenced it. The attempt to fuse 
heterogeneous themes was made in Sologub's Tuoraimuja 
1 C~JCrliir~ , where 'romantic' themes blend with political 
and scientific ones. In the frequent use of literary 
allusions and epigraphs to evoke a theme or mood, as 
well as in the use of u::Lr*ancnis devices (the realiza- 
tion of childish, literal interpretations of reality) 
Zo5Ecnko's work shares some traits with Belyj's novels. 
Similar themes and motifs interest both authors, e.g. 
the attempt to pass beyond the threshold of memory 
(K&il~ Lr:ttr~u) and the Oedipus situation." IJ[/S also 
shares some of the dominating moods with Blok's third 
volume of verse (such cycles as I'ljaski umcrati),as the 
frequent use of Blok quotations indicates. V.Rozanov's 
Upa2-'Zic List'ja (the genre of which also is difficult 
to establish), giving the title for chapter III,clear- 
ly has much in common with Zo5Eenko's stylized and 
fictionalized biography, e.g. the desire to reveal 
one's most intimate and physiological self, at the 
same time employing subtle masking devices to hide the 
self. In ZoSEenko's case the 'new self' of the narra- 
tor exposes his 'old self' which no longer is he him- 
self (39).:' Sharing an interest in the 'physiological 
aspect' of human existence, the two writers revealdia- 
metrically opposed attitudes towards it however. 

Whatever the links between Zo2Eenko's PVS and mod- 
ernist literature, it is a work which transcends the 
canons of socialist realism. It could be considered a 



work in the literary traditions of the Serapion 
brotherhood, but for some factors which could be con- 
sidered as elements of socialist realism. One such el- 
ement is the either-or attitude of PVS, which claims 
to leave no problem unsolved. 

In the world of PVS man is faced with a limited 
choice. He must choose between acquired, motivated and 
logical habits and instinctive, wild destructive re- 
flexes, between a constantly vigilant consciousness 
(which yields a sense of duty, morality, control over 

base impulses etc.) and a slumbering consciousness 
(which yields egotism, destructiveness, faithlessness 
etc.), between being a well-functioning machine and an 
animal. There is no other alternative. Having said 'A', 
ZoSEenko's reformed man must say 'B'. Sympathy for the 
illogical, irrational and frightened 'little man', con- 
sidered to be typical of the early ZoSEenko, is in 
PVS out of the question. 

Having chosen reason which is always 'good' and re- 
jected emotions which are both 'good' and 'bad' (usual- 
ly the latter) the narrator of PVS embraces Gor'kian 
ideas of 'active humanism' (opposed to the passive, 
emotional humanism of the past). He accepts Gor'kij's 
optimistic view of the future as a gradual increase of 
light at the expense of darkness, or reason at the ex- 
pense of emotional irrationality. Like Gor'kij, he 
visualizes the triumph of light in (pseudo) scientific 
terms, science being an objective yardstick of posi- 
tivc values. The speculations in PVS about electricity 
and magnetism and the radiation exchange between living 
organisms as well as cosmic radiation, are similar to 
Cor'kij's scientific-utopian speculations, as express- 
ed in his 'god-building' period, or, more clearly, in 
his Prcrgmcnts from rug Diaray.22 In the Fr*agmentc man is 
seen as a 'machine', the function of which is to re- 
fine matter through mental activity, to "transmute 
( . . . ) so-called 'dead matter' into a psychical energy". 
This process of transmutation, Gor'kij hopes, will 
continue until all gross matter has been transformed 
into Thought. 

In the case of the narrator of PVS this trust in 
'scientific life' and the power of human Reason finds 
an explanation in his pathological disgust of the 
flesh. This disgust is clearly formulated in the 
earlier story "Siren' cvetet" where the narrator de- 
clares: II... avtor v svoich vozzrenijach dokatilsjado 
togo, Eta naEa1 obisat'sja na neproEnost' i nedolgo- 
velinost' EeloveEeskogo organizma i na to, Eto Eelovek, 
naprimer, sostoit glavnym obrazom iz vody, iz vlagi. - 
Da Bto, pomilujte, (...> vosklical avtor (...) Voda, 
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trucha 

though this attitude towards the human body is rel- 
egated to the past, it permeates FYS also. The author 
of PVS has an equal contempt for 'biological man', al- 
though he would deny it. It is true that he is pre- 
pared to accept the human body in ,?VS, but only on the 
condition that it becomes a 'case', enfolding Reason. 
Reason alone ennobles the 'lump of water and clay' 
which is the body of man. 

Through the various optimistic messages of PVS the 
narrator's self-contempt remains clearly discernable. 
It is self-contempt which causes him to 'theorize him- 
self into a thing'.23 Self-contempt is accompanied by 
a despairing contempt for mankind. In spite of all ef- 
forts on the narrator's part, faith in Reason cannot 
recompense him for his loss of faith in Providence, 
mankind and himself. Death acceptance cannot replace 
the dream of life eternal. The happier the narrator 
claims to be, the unhappier he seems to be in actual 
fact. This hidden dissonance of PC'S makes it a moving 
human document, and a literary work outside any spe- 
cific school. 
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NOTES 

1. In Ju.Oleza's Envy there is such a contrast between the 
'physiological' Kavalerov and the football player Makarov 
who masters his body, as if it were a machine. N.Ostrovskij's 
Pavka KorEagin is a 'machine man', made out of 'tempered 
steel' as he is. The conflict between the weak biological man 
and the strong man of will may well take place within one man, 
as in E.Bagrickij's TBC, where the poet's illness represents 
the biological weakness to be overcome. Cf. also the Prolet- 
kul't cult of clean, non-biological matter such as metal. 

2. The edition consulted for this study is: M.ZogEenko, Pered 
voschodom so lnca , New York 1973. Page references to this edi- 
tion are found in brackets 0 in the text. For the rendering 
of special terminology in English I have consulted the trans- 
lation of Pered VOSChGdGm solnca made by G.&rn. See his 
Before Suntise, Ann Arbor 1974. - The exact genre of the work 
is not easy to define. The author himself refers to it as a 
work 'written in many genres' (309). 

3. The author establishes symbolic correspondences between the 
'black army of fascism' (312) and his 'youthful years which 
were painted in black' (41) on one hand, and the 'heroic Red 
Army' (312) and the rising sun of re,tson, on the other. A 
symbolic struggle bctwcen 'Red' and 'Black' takes place on 
many lcv~31s 0E PK. Cf. the use of military terminology in 
the nlrrator's strrqglc against his traumas: "Oni prinjali 
boj <. . . 1 kqcla solnce osvctilo mcsto pocdinka ja uvidcl ial- 
kuju i v;lrvarskuju mordu mocqo vraqa . .." (2.37). - For the 

1 rc.lct;ions to ['I/:>, stc the prefaces by Vcr<i von Wircn and 
Boris Filippov to th(J incomplete edition of i’V.7, New York/ 
B~ltimorr 1067 ancf ttlc prcfacc by von Wiron to the 1373 
edition. 

4. Ttlc work is ;Ilrto~,io~r..li)tlic,~l in form, but the narrator nit- 
urdLLy wcclrs a mlsk. To whit cxtcnt the narrator an<1 the 
living personality behind him rndy bc idcntifiad is di:;cu:;sed 
in II.McLcan's article "Zoshchcnko's Unfiniuhcd Novel: B~:~'uYc 
SLrrLr~i:;c” , in: f.kljot* %ViCt /dI*iLt'tz, cd. Ed. J.Brown, London/ 
Oxford/New York 1973. How closely modell~*cl upon the author's 
lift som12 details and incidents are comet; out in K.&kovskij's 
memoirs of Zozeenko. See his sot)f*u?iic ;:o%!crlij (in six vls.), 
T.2, Moskva 1965. On the other hand some allegedly autobio- 
graphical incidents have a literary flavour and probably re- 
veal a symbolic rather than 'realistic' truth about the 
author. As is usually the case with the confessional genre, 
facts and fiction blend. 

5. The planned title for i’VS was i(lj& &z;:t’ja which would 
have suited its 'mystery story aspect', the narrator seeing 
his struggle with inner enemies as a s&~d~tWnnp~ YY2zySk (2%). 

The original title was probably rejected as there already ex- 
isted a novel with that title, written by the notorious A.A. 
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6. 

7. 

0. 

3. 

Verbickaja. - For a discussion of the structure of PVS, see 
&rn's "After the Afterword", op.cit. 

'Drinking' the pleasures of life, the narrator fears both a 
'too much' and a 'too little', as is evidenced by his con- 
cern for such factors as abstinency (2631, the clogging of 
arteries (236), vomiting etc., i.e. the whole system of in- 
take and output in bodily functions. 
A 'visit to the zoo' belongs to the recurring motifs of 
ZogEenko's literary production. One of the most 'zoological' 
descriptions of such a visit is to be found in Vozvra&?enna- 
ja molodos t ’ , where the narrator watches 'monkeys': "Uiasno 
burnye dviienija, prjamo daze &dovi&aja radost' zizni, 
stra.&aja, potrjasaju:Eaja Bnergija i besenoe zdorov'e byli 
vidny v kazdom dvizenii Gtich obez'jan. Oni uiasno besnova- 
lis', kazduju sekundu byli v dvizenii, kazduju mtnutu lapali 
svoich samok, zrali, kakali, prygali i dralis'. Eto prosto 
by1 ad. kto by1 nastojagzij i daze, govorja vozvySennym ja- 
zykom, velikolepnyj pir zdorov'ja i iizni". Naturally the 
author is here not only speaking of monkeys. In a Sologubian 
tradition, the 'zoo' in Zozeenko's work is an image of human 
society. 
McLean doubts that the narrator really finds any difference 
between animals and men. He writes: "But the implication 
seems to be that they are no different . . . a misanthropic 
note that also lurks in a good deal of Zoshchenko's humorous 
work" (1973:318). 
The 'cow-like' aspect OF women haunted the author already in 
Vo::~,r,r~~cnna,ja molodos t ' , where the grotesque story of a 
woman who, having lost her baby, still produces ample quan- 
titics of milk, is told. For some time she squcczcs this ex- 
cess milk into a cup, which her husband drinks. WC thus have 
a simil‘lr transformation as in the case of the fairy turned 
cow. Here it is a woman who functions as a cow, and the 
story is not a fairy tale but a 'scientific fact'. - The hus- 
band, incidentally, does not like the milk but drinks it out 
of a sense of economy. 

10. See e.9. "Mama plazet" (136,6), "Mama nazla bilety" (136/7). 
The story "Zamzevye perzatki" also testifies to the narra- 
tor's pity for the spurned. 

11. For other women of this type, see also "Toczd opozdal" 
(106/7) and '*ito vozmutitel'no" (112-14). The 'youth elixir' 
Tulja in Vozotu~&n?zaju mGlodost' also belongs to this cate- 
gory of women who are filled with a frightening vitality. 

12. The narrator of PVS implies that there are many parallels 
between Cog01 "s fate and his own. A dislike for beds is an 
oddity they share. Gogol "s dislike of beds is discussed on 
pp.269-271, the narrator's is mentioned on pp.214,220 and 227. 

13. Cf. N.Evreinov's idea that 'trying on deaths' was useful be- 
cause "the salubrious action of playing <...> will effect a 
cure" (of death fear). See Kern, 1974:346/7. 
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14. Cf. Kern (1974:359) who notes the "repetition of the same 
actions with different people" as a characteristic feature 
of the recollections. He writes: "Leaving a woman, for ex- 
ample, becomes almost a ritual performance in these sketches. 
This impression is heightened by the repetition of the same 
words ("I leave", "I go away", etc.)". 

15. Zo.%enko stated his interest in P&kin in these terms: "Ne 
tol'ko nekotorye sjuzety Pugkina, no i ego manera, forma, 
still, kompozicija byli vsegda dlja menja pokazatel'ny". 
How concrete his interest was is demonstrated in Zo%enko's 
pastiche "sestaja povest' I.P.Belkina: Talisman”. "Talisman" 
is 'old' in form and 'new' in content. Its message is that 
charms have no magic power. It could be said of PVS that the 
author here similarly 'corrects' the contents of M[I, showing 
that protest against authority is feasable. "Talisman" is 
published in M.ZogEenko, Rasskazy, povesti, fel’etony, 
teatr, kritika, Leningrad 1937 (the quote above is on p.133). 

16. Yet another 'reincarnation' is OleEa's Ksvalerov whose 
'Peter' is Andrej Babizev. Cf. e.g. the scene where Eavale- 
rov shouts 'kalbasnik' at Babizev (corresponding to Evge- 
nij's u?o tebe) and where Babizev reacts in this manner to 
the challenge: "Ja videl tol'ko ego, Babizeva, voav~&zv~ego- 
sja tirol'koj svoej nad ostal'nymi. Pomnju Melanie zakryt' 
glaza i prisest' za bar’er. c.. .> Lice BabiZcva obratilos’ 
ko mne. <... > Strach kakogo-to nemedlennogo nakacanija vverg 
menja v sostojanie, Fodobnoe snu. (The emphasis is mine - 
IMD). Perhaps the fact that Ivan Babi&v alludes to his 
brother as “zarlatan nemeckij” (in those little ditties he 
sings in cheap restaurants) is also significant in this con- 
nection, as this allusion creates a parallel to the 'Dutch' 
Peter. 

17. Cf. K.Mo&l'skij, .&~drcj Belyj (Paris 19551, 175: "Povestvo- 
vatel'naja proza Bclogo opredcljaetsja tremja motivami: vos- 
pominanijami dctstva, figuroj &daka-otca i dvojnym semejnym 
konfliktom: meidu otcom i mater'ju i meidu otcom i synom". 
Cf. also "PO otnogcniju k Belomu primenimo uzenie Frejda o 
'komplekse Edipa'. Dugevnaja rana, poluzennaja v rannem det- 
stve, stala dlja nego rokom nasledstvennosti . .." (178). 

18. Many of the examples given to illustrate the triumph of rea- 
son in PVS are unconvincing, e.g. the story of a murderer, 
who after having read Vo/oavra,XEennaja molodost’ came to be- 

lieve that feelings can be controlled and regretted his 
deed (3111. 

19. For a discussion of Cor'kij's world view, see George Kline, 
Re Zigious and Anti-Re Ligious Thought in Russia, Chicago/ 
London 1968. 

20. Cf. George Reavey, Soviet Literature To-day (New Haven 1947) , 
103: "The book [ PVS, IMD] has some resemblance to Andrei 
Biely's The ChiLihood of Kotik Letayev, but it is more real- 
istically written and purports to have a scientific basis 



in place of Biely's mystical approach:' 
21. The discrepancy between the final printed work and biograph- 

ical data is emphasized by Rozanov: "MO&o rasskazat' o sebe 
0Zen' pozornye veIEi - i vse-taki rasskazannoe budet 'pezat- 
nym' ; mozno o sebe vydumat' 'uzasy' - a budet vse-taki 'li- 
teratura'". - The kindredness of spirit between Rozanov's 
and ZozEenko's works is pointed out in McLean's article. 
S.Monas sees a "Babelian touch" in stories such as “Nervy”. 

See his introduction to Scenes from the Bathhouse (Ann Arbor 
1961, xvi). Kern discusses the influence of V.sklovskij and 
E.Zamjatin on FVS (1974:358). 

22. See particularly the 'diary entry' on Alexander Blok, where 
the two writers discuss their ideas of the afterlife, the 
future etc. 

23. Kern, 1974:363. 


